Teacher Education Committee
MINUTES
April 11, 2011
10:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.

Committee Members:
- Larry Ashley - CED
- Liz Spalding – present & Linda Quinn - C&I – Jane Kier proxy
- James Crawford - EDL
- Gita Taasoobshirazi - EPY
- Kyle Higgins - ESP / ECE – present
- Genie Burkett – MUS – present
- Cathy Allen – DAN

Ex-Officio
- COE Advising – Chandler – present
- COE – Sileo – present

1. Approval of March 2011 TEC Minutes (see final pages of agenda).
   a. Motion: Burkett
   b. Second: Higgins
   Unanimous

2. Approval of April 2011 TEC Agenda
   a. Motion: Spalding
   b. Second: Higgins
   Unanimous

3. Director of Advising and Field Experience

4. COPS – updates: ESP; C&I – secondary social studies
   *** Please see additional document for a list of COPS actions
   ***Please see additional document for the COPS position statement on ARL programs

5. NDE – desk audit; state review of programs
   *** NCATE #s for withdrawal – Sileo will gather information on the number IHEs who do not belong to NCATE or who have recently withdrawn

6. C&I Secondary Program Hiatus
   ***BA elimination in fall 2011; discussion ensued regarding the concept of making the BS the default degree for UG students in the COE and the potential (fall 2011) elimination of the BA option for all UG program; TEC agreed by consensus to support this decision
   *** C&I’s has identified a number of secondary programs to be put on hiatus beginning fall 2011; TEC agreed by consensus to support this decision
7. COE Reinvention: Core mission, feedback
   *** discussed at COFE

8. Other items…
   a. ABCTE
   b. Rainbow Dreams Academy*** discussed at COFE
   c. Configuration of TEC for 2011-2012 ay and beyond